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Convenient
• Only 1.5 miles to Union
• 10 and 12 payment leases available
• On-site management
• The bus route is every 10 minutes
• Utility package available
• Individual leases
• Roommate matching available

Equipped
• Private bedrooms each with own bath
• 9 foot ceilings with crown molding
• Full size washer and dryer
• Clubhouse with 24 hour fitness center
• 31 seat theater, free for residents
• 24 hour computer lab
• Group study room & game room
• Resort style pool
• Fully furnished or unfurnished

CALL US TODAY! 217. FOR.RENT

$99 Security Deposit and 2, 3, 4 Bedroom and Roommate Matching Available.
$475-$625 PER MONTH

Professionally Managed By: Green St Realty

1901 N Lincoln Ave, Urbana, Illinois 61801 • 217-367-7368 • CapstoneQuarters.com

We are on the 22 Illini route now and it runs every 10 minutes.

10 month leases available!

http://www.capstonequarters.com/


It is proven that better appearances is more likely to 
make others feel good, but this kind of goodwill is 
short-lived and does not have much practical effect. 
To gain true respect, one must have upright charac-
ter, good cultivation, and proper language expression, 
which can only be obtained through long-term accu-
mulation. After having a reasonable understanding of 
the importance of appearance, “appearance anxiety” 
can also be relieved. If you can set your mindset cor-
rectly, you can find true value and happiness through 
who you genuinely are.

There is nothing wrong with paying attention to ap-
pearance, but there is no need for anxiety. Appearance 
is only a small part of a person, and inside is the real 
source of their appearance. Instead of paying too much 
attention to one’s beauty, it is better to spend time 
and energy on inner enrichment. The famous French 
thinker, writer, and philosopher Voltaire once said, 
“The beauty of the outside can only please the eyes of 
people, but the beauty of the inside can infect the soul.” 

True beauty is not on the delicate 
face, but in the rich “scent” that 
radiates from the depths of the 
soul.

Songzi Li/ Editing Manager

“Appearance anxiety” refers to a person’s anxiety 
caused by the lack of confidence in his or her appear-
ance. This vocabulary is often discussed with a certain 
popular event, a certain film, television drama, or even 
a something mentioned in the media. People often pur-
sue exquisite facial features, perfect skin, and a body 
with perfect proportions. Different aesthetics are often 
regarded as heterogeneous.

However, aesthetics should be diverse rather than de-
fined. Everyone’s aesthetic standards are different, and 
they all contain unique tastes. People’s features are dif-
ferent and that is what makes them an individual. It 
is all personal preference similar to how some prefer 
rainy days to clear skies, have favorite colors, or enjoy 
being in the city or outdoors.
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The Psychology of “Appearance Anxiety” Has Become  
a Topic of Concern and Heated Discussion Recently

(source: https://wemp.app/posts/ce55a671-65b4-4a9b-ab35-fa28f845a110)

Program Focused on Systemic Racial Inequities, 
Injustices Seeks Proposals from Local Researchers

CHAMPAIGN, Ill. — A new program initiated by 
University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign Chancel-
lor Robert J. Jones to address structures of racism 
and injustice is seeking proposals from the Urbana 
campus, along with a community member or orga-
nization for up to $25,000 for community-based in-
novation projects.

The Call to Action Research Program will focus on 
critical areas of scholarship that are currently the most 
important and complex challenges facing society:

• Systemic racism and social justice
• Law enforcement and criminal justice reform

• Disparities in health and health care

Public information sessions about the application 
process and how the proposals will be evaluated 
will take place March 30 and March 31. Both ses-
sions are open to the public, with registration re-
quired. Information on the application process and 
deadlines is available at https://go.illinois.edu/Ad-
dressingRacism.

“We’re very excited about the potential of these 
community innovation grants to create new, mean-
ingful connections between the university and the 
community in which we’re anchored,” said Jones, 
who has committed $2 million annually to the pro-
gram. “The most effective and sustained commu-
nity-university research initiatives are those that 
are guided by the priorities of the community and 
those in which everyone is respected as an equal 
partner. I look forward to the first round of propos-
als from our local community.”

Editor’s note: For more information, contact Eliza-
beth Tsukahara, assistant director for communica-
tion, Office of the Vice Chancellor for Diversity, 
Equity and Inclusion, etsukaha@illinois.edu

Source: Illinois News Bureau

Public information sessions about the Call to Action Research Program will take place March 30 and March 31. The sessions are open to 
the public; registration is required.  Photo by Fred Zwicky
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paternal ancestry. She is studying the behaviors of ur-
ban red foxes and coyotes in Champaign-Urbana with 
Illinois Natural History Survey researcher Max Allen.

Alexander also has contributed to two additional labs 
during her undergraduate studies, which resulted in 
two grants. She has delivered presentations at national 
and regional conferences and has appeared as an au-
thor in multiple publications. Alexander is a member 
of the James Scholar Honors Program. She also serves 
as a journal editor for an international undergraduate 
publication and is president of three wildlife-related 
student groups, one of which she created.

Cortinovis, of Oak Park, Il-
linois, and a graduate of Oak 
Park and River Forest High 
School, is a junior in aero-
space engineering. A first-
generation American, Corti-
novis emigrated from Italy to 
Oak Park in middle school. 
She aspires to obtain a Ph.D. 
in aerospace engineering and 
conduct research in space 
exploration systems to con-
tribute to interplanetary and 

deep-space exploration missions.

Cortinovis has spent the last year and a half contrib-
uting to the lab of assistant professor of aerospace en-
gineering Zachary R. Putnam on the development of 
autonomous aerobraking, a technique used by space-
craft to position into a desired orbit. Cortinovis also is 
the current administrative director of the Illinois Space 
Society, a student-led organization on campus that 
participates in aerospace engineering-related competi-
tions across the country. She is a James Scholar Honors 
Program member.

Dray, of East Peoria, Illinois, and a graduate of East 
Peoria Community High School, is pursuing majors in 
chemistry and molecular and cellular biology to sup-
port his career goals in oncology and pharmacology. 
Dray desires to teach and conduct translational re-
search at a medical university designing novel immu-
notherapy drugs to fight cancer.

CHAMPAIGN, Ill. — University of Illinois Urbana-
Champaign students Emmarie Alexander, Marta Cor-
tinovis, Evan Dray and Ariel Lerman were awarded 
Barry M. Goldwater scholarships for their potential to 
contribute to the advancement of research in the natu-
ral sciences, mathematics or engineering.

The Barry M. Goldwater Scholarship and Excellence 
in Education Program was established by Congress in 
1986 to honor Goldwater, who served 30 years in the 
U.S. Senate. The program encourages the continued 
development of highly qualified scientists, mathemati-
cians and engineers by awarding scholarships to col-
lege sophomores and juniors from the U.S. who intend 
to pursue doctorates. The scholarship provides recipi-
ents $7,500 annually toward undergraduate tuition, 
fees, books or room and board.

This year’s 410 scholars were selected from among the 
1,256 mathematics, science and engineering students 
nominated by colleges and universities nationwide. 
“All four of our campus nominees were selected, which 
places the University of Illinois in a select group,” said 
David Schug, the director of the National and Inter-
national Scholarships Program at Illinois. “Less than 
20 institutions in the country garnered such success 
among their endorsed candidates. Further, it’s telling 
that our diverse recipients hail from the colleges of Ag-
ricultural, Consumer and Environmental Sciences; En-
gineering; and Liberal Arts and Sciences.”

 Alexander, a junior from Bel-
videre, Illinois, and a graduate 
of Belvidere High School, is 
pursuing a degree in animal 
sciences. Her research ranges 
from molecular to field stud-
ies, seeking to shed light on 
the ecology of carnivores and 
understand human-animal 
conflicts from multiple angles. 
As a freshman and sopho-
more, Alexander worked with 
animal sciences professor 

Anna Kukekova, analyzing the Y-chromosome of farm-
bred and wild foxes to characterize genetic variations in 

Four Illinois Students Honored with Goldwater Scholarships

From left, students Emmarie Alexander, Marta Cortinovis, Evan Dray and Ariel Lerman are among 410 scholars selected for Goldwater schol-
arships from among the 1,256 mathematics, science and engineering students nominated by colleges and universities nationwide.  Photos 
provided
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A junior, Dray is a member of 
both the college James Scholar 
Honors Program and the Mo-
lecular and Cellular Biology 
Honors Concentration. Dray’s 
research in the lab of Illinois 
neuroscience professor Dan-
iel McKim has resulted in 
two publications, including 
a first-author publication in 
Molecular Immunology. Dray 
led a class of 25 freshmen as 
their semester instructor, tu-

tors students in chemistry and serves as a mentor to 
first- and second-year students in Molecular and Cel-
lular Biology.

Lerman, a sophomore from 
Urbana, began taking upper-
level mathematics courses and 
physics at the University of 
Illinois while in high school. 
He has since finished the un-
dergraduate course require-
ments for mathematics majors, 
completed four graduate-level 
mathematics courses and is 
currently enrolled in three ad-
ditional graduate classes this 
semester. Simultaneously, Le-

rman has conducted research with Vadim Zharnitsky, a 
professor of mathematics, on the dynamics of billiards, 
and with Jorge Noronha, an associate professor of nu-
clear physics, on nonrelativistic fluid dynamics.

Lerman’s work has resulted in multiple presentations, 
including an upcoming presentation at the American 
Physical Society, as well as a submitted first-author 
publication to a national mathematics journal. At Il-
linois, Lerman earned the 2020 Elsie Thomas Fraser 
Award as the top freshman or sophomore in his de-
partment, and the 2021 Salma Wanna award for excep-
tional performance in mathematics. Lerman plans to 
conduct research in dynamical systems and partial dif-
ferential equations, and their applications in physics.

Editor’s note: For more information, contact David 
Schug, National and International Scholarships Pro-
gram director, 217-333-4710; topscholars@illinois.
edu.Source: Illinois News Bureau

Source: Illinois News Bureau

Emmarie Alexander  Photo 
provided

Marta Cortinovis  Photo by 
Anna Welton-Arndt

Ariel Lerman Photo by 
Ruth Kantorovitz

Evan Dray  Photo by Me-
linda Dray



this study are still being investigated, it is not clear how 
this may affect the ability of COVID-positive athletes 
to safely return to competitive play.

How frequent is cardiac involvement in COVID-19, 
and what kinds of cardiac problems are seen in CO-
VID-19 patients?

Cardiac involvement is frequent and associated with 
more severe disease outcomes. COVID-19 has been 
found to cause myocarditis, cardiac arrest, acute heart 
failure, irregular heart rhythms and blood clots. In 
some patients, the heart’s ability to fill or pump effec-
tively is weakened. Some patients have shown elevated 
levels of a protein called troponin, which leaks from 
heart muscle into the blood when the heart is injured. 
Patients who exhibit heart abnormalities during their 
disease course are more likely to have severe symptoms 
and worse prognosis with COVID-19.

Importantly, when the body fights against COVID-19, 
it often produces excessive inflammation, injuring by-
stander organs in the process. COVID-19 is also asso-
ciated with an increased likelihood to form blood clots 
in the lungs and heart that can make it harder for oxy-
gen to get to where it needs to go to keep our organs 
healthy.

What kinds of interventions or treatments may be ef-
fective in COVID-19 patients who have underlying 
heart conditions?

Treatment options for COVID-19 patients with un-
derlying heart conditions are similar to those of the 
general population, with a focus on preventing viral 
replication or blocking excessive inflammation from 
injuring nearby organs. An antibody that blocks vi-
ral attachment is being used to treat patients who test 
positive for COVID-19 to help prevent severe disease, 
especially in those with underlying cardiovascular con-
ditions.

For hospitalized patients, health care teams often pre-

A year into the COVID-19 pandemic, doctors and re-
searchers are beginning to understand how the disease 
affects patients beyond initial respiratory symptoms. 
Mariam Bonyadi Camacho, a student in the medical 
scholars program at the University of Illinois Urbana-
Champaign, co-wrote a recent report on the corona-
virus’ cardiac effects, both short- and long-term. In an 
interview with News Bureau biomedical sciences edi-
tor Liz Ahlberg Touchstone, Camacho discussed the 
risks to heart health and possible treatments.

Isn’t COVID-19 a respiratory disease? Why would 
that affect the heart?

When we think about COVID-19, respiratory symp-
toms and ventilators tend to come to mind. However, 
symptomatic COVID-19 is a multisystemic illness that 
produces cardiac manifestations that contribute to 
about 40% of deaths in hospitalized patients.

The virus that causes COVID-19 can affect the heart 
both directly and indirectly. It affects the heart directly 
by infecting heart tissue cells, leading to thickened and 
injured heart muscle. Indirectly, COVID-19 increases 
stress and the physiological workload of the heart – 
for example, pneumonia strains the right side of the 
heart because the heart muscle works harder to pump 
against inflamed lung tissue.

Do cardiac effects only manifest in patients who al-
ready had heart conditions, or has cardiac injury 
been documented in previously healthy patients as 
well?

People with underlying cardiovascular disease, like 
high blood pressure, are more likely to be hospital-
ized, admitted to the intensive care unit and/or have a 
life-threatening disease course. However, serious heart 
manifestations have been observed in young children 
and seemingly healthy and active athletes, as well. A re-
cent cardiac MRI study of COVID-19-positive athletes 
found evidence of myocardial injury, even in those 
who were asymptomatic. While the implications of 
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How Does Covid-19 Affect the Heart?

While many think of COVID-19 as primarily a respiratory disease, its effects on the heart contribute to nearly 40% of deaths – and can strike 
even healthy children and athletes, says Illinois medical scholar Mariam Bonyadi Camacho.  Photo by L. Brian Stauffer

scribe remdesivir, a Food and Drug Administration-
approved antiviral drug that delays coronavirus rep-
lication. Hospitalized patients may have a reduced 
likelihood of death when treated with dexamethasone, 
a drug known for its anti-inflammatory effects. Ad-
ditionally, drugs that inhibit the actions of cytokines 
– chemical messengers that promote inflammation – 
may be beneficial, though more research is required.

Continued adherence to prescribed heart medications, 
such as blood pressure medications or blood thinners, 
also may help improve patient outcomes.  

What can people with heart conditions do to de-
crease their risk of infection or serious disease?

Because a history of cardiovascular disease or risk fac-
tors is associated with worse prognosis, taking steps to 
maintain heart health by adhering to medication rec-
ommendations, staying active and following dietary 
guidelines may help improve outcomes.

Of course, preventing infection is the most effec-
tive method of protecting against COVID-19. While 
universal face coverings, social distancing and hand-
washing may prevent the spread of disease, vaccination 
will likely be the most effective method of COVID-19 
prevention.

Editor’s note:  To reach Mariam Bonyadi Camacho, 
email mbonya2@illinois.edu.

Liz Ahlberg Touchstone/Illinois News Bureau

For more articles, visit AsianCampusTribune.com
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13 Thursdays in 
Campustown
May 20 - August 12

Champaign Public 
Library 

200 W Green St – Downtown

Mark your calendars for 13 THURSDAYS in 
campustown, every Thursday from May 20 
through August 12, presented by JSM Living. 

Explore campustown all summer long by tak-
ing advantage of deals and sales at participat-
ing businesses for a chance to win great prizes! 

Stay tuned for more details by visiting cham-
paigncenter.com/13-thursdays/!

STARTING MARCH 29, we are expanding 
hours and services. We will stay open eve-
nings, offer meeting room reservations, and 
provide seating throughout the Main Library 
and Douglass Branch. 

In addition, the FriendShop Bookstore and 
Launch Business Center will be open. We look 
forward to welcoming you! Read more »

Hours
• Main Library: Monday–Thursday, 9–8 | Fri-
day–Saturday, 9–6 | Sunday, 12–6
• Douglass Branch: Monday–Thursday, 10–8 | 
Friday, 10–6 | Saturday, 10–4
• FriendShop Bookstore: Wednesday & Satur-
day, 12–3

CHAMPAIGN, Ill. — University of Illinois Urbana-
Champaign history professor Kevin Mumford has 
been awarded a 2021 Guggenheim Foundation Fellow-
ship.

Mumford is one of 184 artists, writers, scholars and 
scientists who were awarded fellowships. They were 
chosen through a rigorous peer-review process from 
almost 3,000 applicants, according to the John Simon 
Guggenheim Memorial Foundation’s press release.

Mumford’s research focuses on race, politics and sexu-
ality in America, and how struggles over social differ-
ence and belonging have unfolded in cities and institu-
tions. He also is interested in the writing of biography 
and public history, particularly in how historians can 
address important social issues for audiences within 
and outside the university. He is the author of “Not 
Straight, Not White: Black Gay Men from the March 
on Washington to the AIDS Crisis” (University of 
North Carolina Press, 2016), about the unique chal-
lenges faced by Black gay men.

Mumford will use his fellowship to work on a book 
project, “The Strange Career of Hate: Bias Crime and 
the Politics of Diversity.” The book traces the anti-hate 
movement back to the end of the civil rights campaign 
when Black and liberal legislators pushed for a new 
kind of policy – the Hate Crime Statistics Act of 1990. 
The book unearths a series of relatively high-profile 
bias crimes in the 1980s, including assaults, murders, 
threats and vandalism aimed toward Blacks, Asian 
Americans, gays, Jews and Arabs. It specifically locates 
the rise of hate in the Reagan era and the larger right-
ward turn in politics and values, Mumford said.

“Of course, this research also provides a historical 
angle on recent events – from the Black Lives Matter 
movement to the current surge in anti-Asian violence,” 
he said.

Mumford is one of four fellows in the area of U.S. his-

History professor Kevin Mumford has been awarded a 2021 Guggenheim Fellowship. Mumford studies race, politics and sexuality, and how 
struggles over social difference and belonging have unfolded in America.  Photo by L. Brian Stauffer

Illinois History Professor Awarded 
Guggenheim Fellowship

tory. “They are among the most esteemed historians in 
the profession, and it is an honor to be among them,” 
he said.

Mumford also recently received a 2021-22 fellowship 
from the Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral 
Sciences at Stanford University.

Editor’s note: To contact Kevin Mumford, email 
kmumford@illinois.edu.

Jodi Heckel/Illinois News Bureau

For more articles, visit AsianCampusTribune.com
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Earth’s Building Blocks Formed  
During the Solar System’s First Million Years, Study Finds

Tracing path of carbon, scientists rewrite picture of early planet formation

When people think about the most important ingredient 
for life on other planets, they usually talk about water. But 
there’s another element that makes our existence possible. 

“We’re carbon-based life forms,” said University of Chi-
cago geophysical scientist Fred Ciesla, “and carbon is an 
important part of keeping a mild climate.” 

It can also be used as forensic tool to piece together how 
the earth and solar system must have formed. In two pa-
pers, Ciesla and colleagues at California Institute of Tech-
nology, the University of Michigan and the University of 
Minnesota laid out a history of carbon in the formation of 
the solar system.

By examining carbon, the scientists found that a large frac-
tion of the Earth’s building blocks probably formed soon 
after the solar system did—within the first million years, 
much earlier and more precise than the previous estimate 
of sometime within the first 150 million years. This dis-
covery may also inform the search for life elsewhere in the 
galaxy. 

The devil in the details

Even within our home system, questions still surround 
the formation of the Earth and our sibling planets. The 
prevailing theory is that the solar system began as a giant 
cloud of hot gas and dust that coalesced into the sun; then, 
gradually, pieces started to clump together into planets as 
the whole thing cooled down. 

But the planetary devils are in the details. Each element 
behaves differently based on the conditions it was experi-
encing at the time, so scientists can examine today’s mol-
ecules to find clues about what that environment was like 
back then—similar to how a footprint looks different if it’s 
made in soft mud after a rain, versus after a dry spell. This 
back-tracing has been done extensively for other elements, 
but less so for carbon.

By tracing the history of carbon this way, the team found 
a gap in the theory.

One of the papers, led by Jie (Jackie) Li of the University of 
Michigan, estimated the total amount of carbon that could 
possibly be contained within the Earth. The research 
found that, relatively speaking, the planet has just a little 
bit of carbon. While this amount of carbon is just right 

for life on Earth—enough 
to trap some heat from the 
sun, but not so much that 
the heat bakes the planet 
like it does on Venus—this 
Goldilocks amount of car-
bon is difficult to explain 
under the existing theory, 
which better accounts for 
either no carbon or a lot of 
carbon.

That’s because once car-
bon carrier molecules have 
been vaporized, they only 
re-form into solids that 
could get sucked up by the 
baby Earth when tempera-
tures are very, very cold (in 
the neighborhood of -350 
degrees Fahrenheit). And 
that doesn’t work because 

early on, it was hot in here. 

“We’d expect to see much higher temperatures around 
where the Earth formed,” Ciesla said—so it’s extremely 
unlikely any carbon would be available nearby to get vacu-
umed up.

Instead, the team came up with an ingenious alternate ex-
planation for the just-right amount of carbon. They started 
with astronomical observations of other solar systems that 
suggest at least half of the carbon floating around in the 
initial cloud of gas and dust probably took the form of or-
ganic molecules that stay solid up to very high tempera-
tures—about 440 degrees Fahrenheit—before turning to 
gas. 

This provides a template for the scenario: Initially, Earth 
began forming at much higher temperatures, so most of its 
building blocks formed without any carbon available. But 
as the solar system cooled toward the end of the process, 
the temperatures around the young Earth dropped below 
440 degrees, allowing a small amount of the later-added 
pieces to contain pristine, never-vaporized organic carbon 
carrier molecules. This, the researchers said, can get you to 
that “Goldilocks” amount of solid carbon.

This research slots a significant chunk of Earth’s forma-
tion into a very specific window of time, during which 
the temperatures ranged from above 440 degrees to just 
below. From other evidence, this period appears likely to 
have happened within the first million years or so of the 
solar system’s existence—a much narrower window than 

An artist’s concept of the disk of swirling material that surrounds a young star, eventually coalescing into 
planets. A new study rewrites the analysis of carbon in the young solar system, which could help us locate 
habitable planets in other star systems.  Image courtesy of NASA Goddard Space Flight Center/JPL-Caltech

An artist’s concept of an exoplanet circling a distant star. As scientists 
discover more and more of these planets around other stars, they are 
increasingly looking to distinguish which may be habitable.
Image courtesy of ASA Ames/SETI Institute/JPL-Caltech

the 150 million years that scientists had already estimated 
based on when the final piece was added to the planet.

“Planetary formation used to be thought of as a protracted 
process, where it takes millions of years to assemble build-
ing blocks that then take tens of millions of years to come 
together, but this evidence makes it look considerably fast-
er than that,” said Ciesla, a professor and chair of UChica-
go’s Department of Geophysical Sciences. This finding, he 
added, also fits with telescopic observations of other star 
systems that are just forming their own planets.   

Carbon copies

The picture is backed up by analysis of meteorites. For sci-
entists, meteorites are like little floating snapshots of vari-
ous points in time and space as the solar system formed. 
The team looked closely at a set of iron-rich meteorites 
that are thought to have formed in the same million-year 
time frame as the young Earth did in their theory. These 
don’t have very much carbon. Previously, scientists had 
explained this away by saying that these meteorites started 
out with lots of carbon, but then lost it as they heated up.

But the team back-calculated how much carbon there was 
to begin with when the meteorite originally formed, and 
found that even though the meteorites had lost some car-
bon by heating, that wasn’t quite enough to explain all of 
it. “The original building blocks must have been carbon-
poor, just like the Earth’s were,” Ciesla said.

This, the researchers said, can get you to 
that “Goldilocks” amount of solid carbon.

 
How planets acquire carbon probably also affects other el-
ements important to life, like nitrogen and hydrogen, the 
scientists said, and a complete understanding will help us 
point our telescopes in the right directions to find habit-
able exoplanets. 

“By advancing our understanding of how planets form, we 
can identify those conditions that are most likely to give 
rise to habitable planets,” said Ciesla. “We can use this to 
inform future observations of exoplanets by telling ob-
servers where to invest their precious, limited telescope 
resources.”

Ciesla also said that this research, which tells a story span-
ning time and space, was only possible with the com-
bined expertise of scientists from multiple fields—from 
geochemists rigorously measuring the tiniest fractions of 
isotopes inside meteorites and terrestrial samples, to as-
tronomers observing the movements of gigantic clouds in 
the furthest reaches of the galaxy. 

“It’s a challenging but very stimulating way to work, be-
cause everyone thinks so differently,” he said. 

In addition to Li, the co-authors on the papers were Uni-
versity of Michigan astronomer Edwin Bergin, Geoffrey 
Blake of Caltech and Marc Hirschmann of the University 
of Minnesota.

Citations: 
“Early volatile depletion on planetesimals inferred from C-S systemat-
ics of iron meteorite parent bodies.” Hirschmann et al, Proceedings of 
the National Academy of Sciences, March 30, 2021.
“Earth’s carbon deficit caused by early loss through irreversible subli-
mation.” Li et al, Science Advances, April 2, 2021.

Louise Lerner/UChicago News



data collected in February. The survey was conducted 
by the 50-state COVID-19 consortium made up by re-
searchers from Northwestern, Northeastern, Rutgers and 
Harvard universities.

Northwestern political scientist James Druckman is one 
of the consortium researchers investigating attitudes 
and public policy preferences about COVID-19 in all 50 
states.

“Early on a lot of people expressed outright hesitancy, but 
they seem to be moving as more and more people get vac-
cinated without major incidence,” said Druckman, the 
Payson S. Wild Professor of Political Science and faculty 
fellow and associate director of Northwestern’s Institute 
for Policy Research.

EVANSTON, Ill. --- A new study from a research consor-
tium including Northwestern University shows that while 
attitudes toward vaccination remain unchanged among 
the vaccine-resistant population, the level of hesitancy 
has dropped substantially since January,from 37% to 29% 
among health care workers and from 41% to 31% among 
non-health care workers.

The research also shows that while the rate of vaccination 
has doubled for health care workers between January and 
February, those with a graduate degree have been vac-
cinated at four times the rate of those with a high school 
degree or less (43% versus 13%).

The study is based on a survey of more than 25,000 
Americans and focuses on changes in attitudes and vac-
cination rates among health care workers from previous 
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Hesitancy to Vaccinate Has Declined among  
Health Care Workers and Public

To measure changes in attitudes toward vaccination, the 
survey uses three categories: “vaccine resistance” (those 
who would not get vaccinated when available to them); 
“vaccine hesitancy” (those who prefer to get vaccinated 
after some or most people they know are vaccinated); 
and “vaccine refusal” (those who report having vaccine 
available to them but will not get vaccinated).

It also breaks down vaccination rates and attitudes by 
demographics, including gender, education, income, age 
and residential area, and political affiliation.

The researchers found that vaccine hesitancy has dropped 
measurably across gender, education level, income and 
political affiliation. The decline is less correlated with 
race/ethnicity, age and residential area.

Other key findings include:
• Education: Vaccine hesitancy has especially dropped 

among the less educated from 41% to 31% for high 
school or less compared with 36% to 23% for those 
with graduate degrees.

• Income: There is a strong income gradient to vac-
cination levels – 37% of those who earn more than 
$150,000 indicated they had been vaccinated, while 
only 15% of those who earn under $25,000 had been 
vaccinated.

• Political Affiliation: Partisan gaps remain, with 
Democrats the most vaccinated group of healthcare 
workers at 28%. Republicans and Independents lag 
at 23% and 22%.

• Residential Area: Vaccination rates are higher among 
suburban respondents (27%) than rural (19%) or 
urban (21%).

Last week the consortium published a report measur-
ing the public opinion of governors and the president’s 
handling of COVID-19 in their state. It also rolled out 
another report showing that young mothers are largely 
driving vaccine resistance among parents.

Previous surveys can be found here.  

Stephanie Kulke/ NorthWestern Now

A doctor at Walter Reed National Military Medical Center, receives a COVID-19 vaccination. Department of Defense photo by Lisa Ferdi-
nando courtesy of Flickr.

https://www.ipr.northwestern.edu/our-work/rapid-research-reports/index.html
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A Pivot, from Financial Literacy to Restorative Justice
Collective Climb won a 2020 President’s Engagement Prize as a West Philadelphia-based financial literacy project, 

but shifted their focus to engage with young people around the issue of community violence.

It’s the summer of 2020 and obituaries are stacking up. CO-
VID-19 is affecting Black and brown communities in dispro-
portionate numbers. Then there’s Ahmaud Arbery. Breonna 
Taylor. Daniel Prude. George Floyd. Rayshard Brooks. Phil-
adelphia has come out of isolation and taken to the streets. 
On Interstate 676, protestors are blockaded by SWAT teams, 
then tear gassed. Responding to a domestic dispute, police 
officers fatally shoot Walter Wallace Jr., a 27-year-old father 
with a history of mental illness, in the Cobbs Creek region 
of West Philadelphia. In the midst of this, three Penn gradu-
ates—Hyungtae Kim, Kwaku Owusu, and Mckayla War-
wick—are starting to have misgivings about the relevance of 
their financial literacy project.

The three were recently awarded a President’s Engagement 
Prize in order to embark on their financial literacy project, 
Collective Climb. Their proposal was designed to utilize 
West Philadelphia’s community assets—including shared 
wealth, immigrant knowledge systems, and inspired high 
school students—to combat poverty using a two-pronged 
approach of financial literacy and debt reduction.

But something didn’t sit right with them, Warwick says. 
“How do we talk about debt when people are really, really 
talking about Black bodies dying?”

By summer’s end, the group had pivoted from financial lit-
eracy to restorative justice. When Collective Climb met with 
West Philadelphia youth, they discussed economics along 
with police brutality and incarceration, Warwick says. They 
ultimately decided that the latter was a more urgent con-
versation in the wake of civic unrest and would “represent 
the core of what Collective Climb really wants to touch on, 
and that is a conversation around liberation,” Warwick says. 
“Collective Climb is contributing to a larger radical tradi-
tion,” Kim adds.

Using the same two-pronged approach, the group decided 
to continue to work with West Philadelphia youth. Rather 
than teaching them about finances, Collective Climb would 
train them to become restorative justice practitioners, War-
wick says.

Engaging and teaching

The first prong is proactive, Kim says. Partnering with 
YEAH! Philly and Education Culture Opportunities (ECO) 
Foundation, the group engaged in “Collective Kickbacks,” 
gatherings centered around such themes as radical Black joy 
and restorative technologies to facilitate conversation.

This was a pilot version of a longer six-month program, 
Owusu says, through which Collective Climb has recruited 
eight West Philadelphians aged 15 to 19. The program will 
ground them in Black feminist methodologies, Kim says, 
and teach research and analysis skills, restorative justice 
training, and conflict resolution. These individuals are each 
offered a stipend of $1,200 and will train the next cohort of 
youth.

Kyle “the Conductor” Morris has been working with Col-
lective Climb to open up space for these meetings at the 
ECO Center at 5411 Market St., where he runs the ECO 
Foundation. “A lot of the work we do is in violence preven-
tion through education, cultural experiences, giving young 
people jobs, giving their families therapy, whatever services 
they need,” he says. “People need to figure out what the need 
is and fill gaps.”

Collective Climb began filling one of those gaps by hosting 
“a support group for young people just to get them to un-
pack some of the violent things that have been happening,” 
Morris says, noting that Walter Wallace was killed within 
walking distance of the community center.

Collective Climb then began to augment their program, 
adding the teaching component to Collective Kickbacks. “By 
giving young people the tools to do research, you’re allow-
ing them to bring forth a lasting change, or at least be able 
to spark the change with funding that typically only goes to 
places that have the research to back it up,” Morris says. “The 
fact that you have an opportunity to create space for people 
to come up with their own solutions, for young people to 
have their voices amplified, to have their thoughts, their 
ideas be welcome and to channel their energy into some 
radical change… That’s what it’s all about.”

Encouraging restorative solutions

The second prong of Collective Climb’s restorative justice 
project is the reactive piece, Kim says. In order to subvert 
the school-to-prison pipeline in underserved Black commu-
nities, Collective Climb is working with The University of 
Pennsylvania’s Division of Public Safety to create an inter-
vention point when police arrive on the scene. This tech-
nique, called diversion, is a procedural intervention used 
within the juvenile justice system to create an alternative to 
arrest, Kim says.

“When a youth commits an offense that warrants police in-
tervention, police file the case to the juvenile probation of-
ficer. It is then either brought up to the DA’s office or directly 
to a sitting court and prepared for sentencing or hearing,” 
he says.

Diversion is a “substantive engagement of the holistic cir-
cumstances of the entire offensive,” says Kim, urging juvenile 
offenders to redress the harm they might have caused and 
encouraging restorative solutions for both parties.

These are very challenging and tough topics that 
we’re addressing, this juvenile justice space and pre-
venting violence inside of the community.
President’s Engagement Prize winner Kwaku Owusu, part of 
the Collective Climb team

Diversion also has the support of the West Philadelphia com-
munity. During the month of October, Collective Climb ini-
tiated a door-to-door campaign in West Philadelphia from 
40th to 47th streets and from Market Street to Baltimore Ave. 
They talked with 174 residents in total, 88% of which said 
that a youth diversion program would have a positive com-
munity impact, Warwick said.

The group’s pivot has also met with warm reception from the 
President’s office, Owusu says. Collective Climb wrote up a 
new plan and summary of their logic, but decided to keep 
the name the same, which comes from the Akan proverb, 
“climb a good tree and we will rise.”

The name still addresses the need for unity and hard work, 
Owusu says. “To actually face this and start making changes, 
we have to do it together. The climb is hard work; it’s not 
something that’s going to be easy,” Owusu says. “These are 
very challenging and tough topics that we’re addressing, this 
juvenile justice space and preventing violence inside of the 
community.”

This is important work “that we’re dedicated to,” Warwick 
says. “We’re really, really lucky doing work that fulfills us in 
a time like this.

Photographer: Eric Sucar
Kristina García/Penn Today

Collective Climb is working to combat anti-Black racism by training West Philadelphia youth to become restorative justice practitioners and 
working with Penn’s Division of Public Safety to utilize diversion techniques as an alternative to arrest. Kwaku Owusu (left) and Mckayla 
Warwick (right), are here seen in West Philadelphia. (Not pictured: Hyungtae Kim.)

Mckayla Warwick (right) and Kwaku Owusu (left), two of the three 
Collective Climb members. (Not pictured: Hyungtae Kim.)



WEST LAFAYETTE, Ind. — As COVID-19 vaccines contin-
ue to roll out, some Hoosiers are still hesitant about getting 
their shots.

To help assure those on the fence, representatives from the 
Purdue University School of Nursing and College of Pharma-
cy and the Indiana University School of Medicine-West La-
fayette will present “COVID-19 Vaccines: What You Need to 
Know,” a virtual event set for 1-2 p.m. ET April 1. The event is 
being coordinated by Purdue Extension Health and Human 

flows on U-M buses, in hospital rooms and in dental clinics. 
That work has contributed to changes in practice and policy 
designed to keep people safe.

For this project, the National Science Foundation has award-
ed the two institutions $465,000 over the next three years.

Jim Lynch/Michigan News

Using custom cough simulators connect-
ed to mannequins, as well as lasers and 
human subjects, researchers at Auburn 
University will make physical measure-
ments of the airflow and expelled par-
ticles during simulated coughing. The 
mannequins will be outfitted with face 
masks and face shields. They’ll use laser 
sheet imaging to allow for tracking of all 
particles expelled during coughing as 
they pass through a laser plane. This pro-
cess will enable them to quantify not only 
the number of particles, but also to track 
where they go, how they move with the 
air flow and how fast they travel.

With that data from the high resolution simulations and 
physical experiments in hand, Capecelatro and his U-M 
team will utilize high-performance computing to generate 
improved predictive modeling, which will provide a more 
accurate picture of exactly how coughs disperse viruses.

U-M and Auburn researchers see the work as basic science 
that has the potential to shape how governments and com-
munities respond to future outbreaks.

“The methods developed will be used to study how droplet-
laden coughs interact with barriers such as face masks and 
face shields. And we’ll evaluate how effective they are at 
blocking these flows and containing outbreaks,” said Vris-
hank Raghav, assistant professor of aerospace engineering at 
Auburn.

“The new knowledge will also lead to development of im-
proved tools that can rapidly assess the risk of spreading 
infectious disease and assist in the development of public 
policy, such as physical distancing guidelines or indoor oc-
cupancy limits.”

Yuan Yao and Kalvin Monroe, members of the Capecelatro 
Research Group, are contributors on the project. Capecel-
atro’s fluid dynamics work has been in high demand this year 
due to the COVID-19 pandemic. He has studied particle 

Scientists don’t fully understand exactly how our coughs 
disperse virus particles into the air, but a new project led by 
the University of Michigan aims to provide a more accurate 
assessment of the dangers of close-proximity coughs and po-
tentially lead to better barriers that can mitigate the hazards.

Previous research typically treats coughing as a single burst 
of air from the lungs, but that’s not really how coughs work. 
More often, they’re two or more pulses that expel droplets 
outward, creating swirling, turbulent airflows.

In the age of COVID-19, it’s more important than ever that 
we understand those “multi-pulse” coughing events. They are 
getting a closer look from researchers at U-M and Auburn 
University. In addition to potential ramifications for COV-
ID-19, it also could inform future scenarios where pathogen 
transmission between humans presents a major health risk.

“There are a lot of key open questions in this space,” said 
Jesse Capecelatro, U-M assistant professor of mechanical 
engineering. “There is evidence to suggest particles originat-
ing deeper within the lung carry more virus, and we want to 
know how those particles get dispersed during a cough.

“Do multiple pulses give rise to multiple vortex rings as the 
virus-laden air is expelled? And if so, what effect does that 
have on how the virus particles travel through space? Those 
are key things to know if you’re trying to understand trans-
mission and how to protect against it.”
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Health Experts to Address Covid-19 Vaccine Questions in Free Webinar

“COVID-19 Vaccines: What You Need to Know” will feature short, 
research-based presentations from the panel of health experts fol-
lowed by a 30-minute question-and-answer session on the benefits of 
the vaccine, who can get it and why its needed in order to get “back 
to normalcy.” The virtual event is set for 1-2 p.m. ET April 1. (Purdue 
University photo/John Underwood)

A visualization showing the turbulent airflow approximately one second after a realistic 
cough. The color shows rotation in the flow, which can accelerate particles. Image credit: 
Capecelatro Research Group, Michigan Engineering

Coughs Create Complicated Airflows. 
A New Project Explores How They Spread Viruses.

Visualizations showing a snapshot of (top to bottom) single-, two-
, and three-pulse coughing events. Colors show “fluid vorticity,” or 
rotation. Vortex structures can be seen to persist closer to the mouth 
for two- and three-pulse cases. These swirls can accelerate particles 
and send them further from their source than typical cough mod-
els would predict. This is especially important because air in these 
later pulses comes from deeper in the lungs and, in the case of CO-
VID-19, would likely carry higher viral load. Image credit: Capecel-
atro Research Group, Michigan Engineering

Sciences. Registration is not required. Attendees need only to 
go here to participate.

“COVID-19 Vaccines: What You Need to Know” will feature 
short, research-based presentations from the panel of health 
experts followed by a 30-minute question-and-answer ses-
sion.

“There’s still, unfortunately, a lot of vaccine hesitancy out 
there,” said Eric Palmer, a clinical assistant professor in the 
School of Nursing. “I’m hoping this event will answer a lot 
of questions.”

Palmer will present his expertise on the benefits of the vac-
cine, who can get it and why we need it in order to get “back 
to normalcy.” He will be joined by:

• Nicole Noel, director of Purdue Pharmacy and clinical 
assistant professor of pharmacy practice.

• Greg Loomis, assistant professor of neurosurgery for the 
Indiana University School of Medicine-West Lafayette.

• Siena Cooper, MD candidate at Indiana University 
School of Medicine-West Lafayette and Purdue College 
of Pharmacy alumna.

 The panel will focus on the three major vaccines currently 
available: Pfizer-BioNTech, Moderna and Johnson & John-
son. Panelists will also discuss barriers to getting the vaccines.

Palmer, who served as lieutenant commander in the U.S. 
Navy Nurse Corps for 22 years, specializes in nursing and 

health care administration and leadership. He has overseen 
nursing students administering vaccines for years, first with 
flu shots and now with COVID-19. He hopes the work his 
program has done the past few months will influence Hoo-
siers to receive the vaccine. 

“We’re just here to help in the most generous sense of the 
word possible,” Palmer said. “We want to make sure people 
have the information they need to be able to make the deci-
sion to move forward to get the vaccine — or at least to better 
understand it.”

Marion Underwood, dean of College of Health and Human 
Sciences, knows there are different reasons people may be 
hesitant on receiving a COVID-19 vaccine. “What You Need 
to Know” should address those reasons and inform any con-
cerns.

“A year ago, we all faced fear and a lot of unknowns about 
COVID-19. Now, we have vaccines scientifically proven in 
clinical trials to be safe and effective in helping our bodies de-
velop immunity to the virus,” Underwood said. “Hopefully, 
more people will feel encouraged to be vaccinated as vaccines 
become even more available in Indiana. In the meantime, I 
encourage everyone to follow the guidelines outlined by the 
Indiana Department of Health, especially masking and social 
distancing, to force this virus to subside in our state.”

Writer: Tim Brouk, 765-977-3931, tbrouk@purdue.edu
Source: Eric Palmer, ehpalmer@purdue.edu



Ask any professor in the College of Engineering, and 
they’ll tell you the University of Delaware attracts some 
of the most talented students in the world. However, just 
a few weeks ago, one professor had the chance to prove 
it.

Associate Professor Jenni Buckley is a favorite among 
students in the Department of Mechanical Engineering. 
A firm believer in the irreplaceable value of experiential 
learning, Buckley has been recognized as an exceptional 
educator and changemaker in engineering education 
during her 10 years teaching at UD, including as co-di-
rector of The Design Studio, the department’s primary 
training ground for engineering students, equipped and 
staffed to support a variety of design projects, including 
automotive, aerospace, medical devices and robotics, 
just to name a few.

Last year, Buckley learned of a new competition that 
hoped to bring together the most promising student en-
gineers from around the world to compete in a “design 
challenge,” a multi-day event where students are divided 
into teams to solve specific technical problems presented 
by company sponsors. For example, an app developer 
wanted to create a mobile platform for on-demand per-
sonal security, sort of like an Uber, except bodyguards. 
A battery manufacturer hoped to optimize and automate 
its inspection process. Stuff like that.

The teams that return the most feasible designs are de-
clared the winners, but every student walks away with 
hands-on design experience and new professional con-
nections.

“It was fun,” said Buckley, who encouraged numerous 
students to apply, of which nine were selected to com-
pete. “We are a very good engineering school, and our 
students just killed it. They blew the doors off.”

Beyond book learning

The name of the event is Global Venture Catalyst, which 
was co-founded last year by Ikhlaq Sidhu , chief scientist 
and faculty director of University of California Berkeley’s 
Sutardja Center for Entrepreneurship and Technology, 
and Mike Grandinetti, a former Silicon Valley engineer 
who served as a C-level executive at eight successful tech 
startups and now teaches innovation, entrepreneurship, 
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Engineering Design Challenge
UD students part of winning teams in global venture competition

design thinking and marketing at several prominent uni-
versities, including Harvard, MIT, Brown, and Rutgers.

The idea behind Global Venture Catalyst, said Grandi-
netti, is to help engineering, data science and computer 
science students build technical skills by working on 
real-world projects while also networking with top stu-
dents from other universities.

“When I first brought this idea to Jenni’s attention, she 
was very enthusiastic,” said Grandinetti, who connected 
with Buckley through UD alumnus Jon Stevenson, for-
merly the chief technology officer of Stratasys, Inc., a 
world leader in 3D printing and additive manufacturing, 
to see if she would be interested in coaching one of the 
teams. “With students more or less locked out of cam-
pus, they were really hungry for opportunities to engage 
in collaborative project work and put their skills to the 
test.”

Grandinetti quotes for inspiration the motto of the Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technology, “mens et manus,” 
which translates from Latin as “mind and hand.” When 
people learn with their hands, he said, that knowledge 
is instilled more deeply than learning only from a book.

“The logic behind it is to facilitate the use of people’s skills 
in a highly practical, hands-on way, so that it sticks,” he 
said. “Rather than just work on random projects, why 
don’t we work on real projects for real companies. A real 
project that the company has strong interest in seeing 
successfully executed.”

The design challenge

Over four days, 40 teams of students, living on every 
continent except Antarctica, took part in the Global 
Venture Catalyst design challenge. Each team had one 
professional mentor, two or three student engineers, 
who focused on the innovation and design aspects of 
the challenge, and one MBA student to bring in a level 
of industry experience and focus on connecting to the 
market.

The most interesting part of the project, recalled UD ju-
nior and mechanical engineering major Sealani McCall, 
was coordinating across time zones with team members 
in Jamaica, Spain and Kenya. “Being able to work togeth-

UD sophomore Nikki Pilla was on the winning team in a global engineering competition.  Photo by Evan Krape

er and learn from people from different backgrounds 
was one of the most valuable experiences.”

Despite holding meetings online, she said she was still 
impressed by the real-world impact of their project, 
which was to automate an inspection process for graph-
ite crucibles, which are used to manufacture lithium-ion 
batteries. Their solution was to design a robotic arm out-
fitted with various inspection tools.

Although McCall’s team did not make it to the finals 
in the design challenge,the project sponsor was so im-
pressed by her design acumen, she was offered a manu-
facturing and engineering internship in her hometown 
of San Diego.

Erin Potter’s team, with members from Spain, Germany 
and Hong Kong, was sponsored by a clean-tech startup 
to show a product’s carbon footprint through a green la-
beling initiative, sort of similar to nutrition labels.

“Our project focused on the relationship between the 
meat industry and its effect on global climate change,” 
said Potter, a UD junior majoring in mechanical engi-
neering. “We saw that the public lacked knowledge on 
the energy input for certain types of food,” such as how 
much water and land are required for raising cattle.

Their solution was to design a color-coded, and there-
fore easy to understand, carbon footprint label to briefly 
explain the resources consumed for each product, along 
with QR codes that consumers could scan to find more 
information online. For this, their team came in third 
place.

“This was my first time doing a design sprint type of 
competition,” said Potter, adding that the program 
helped her develop her thinking about product design. 
“I was a little nervous going in, but it allowed me to make 
so many new connections and show how talented we are 
here at UD.”

The youngest of the UD cohort, Honors College sopho-
more Nikki Pilla, was placed on a team that was asked 
to design an app interface called Security@Go, an Uber-
like app for personal security. Bodyguards on demand.

“I had never done anything like this before. I learned 
new software in one day and spent the next week crank-
ing it out,” said Pilla, a major in mechanical engineering 
with minors in computer science and cybersecurity. “It 
really boosted my confidence to know that I was compet-
ing not only with juniors and seniors, but also against 
students from top-ranked schools.”

The project so impressed the judges, that Pilla’s team 
came in first place, claiming victory over engineer-
ing programs like MIT or the University of California, 
Berkeley.

“The energy and enthusiasm from their cohort was just 
off the charts,” Grandinetti said. “And the University of 
Delaware students really distinguished themselves.”

For their success, the UD cohort credits the dedicated 
faculty in the Department of Mechanical Engineering. 
“They really care about the students,” said Pilla. “Dr. 
Buckley didn’t have to reach out to me, but she did, and it 
had a huge impact.”

Jordan Howell/UDaily News



As a historical comparison, the 
number of children who lost a 
parent to COVID-19 is about 13 
times the approximate 3,000 chil-
dren who lost a parent in attacks of 
Sept. 11, 2001. After those attacks, 
the federal government initiated 
several programs to support the 
families of the victims.

Parentally bereaved children in 
the pandemic may face unique 
challenges. The social isolation, 
institutional strain and economic 
struggles caused by the pandemic 
may strain access to potential 
sources of support for children. 
Further, with many children out 
of schools and less connected to 
other family and community sup-
ports, suffering children may be 
less likely to be recognized.

“Teachers are such a vital resource in terms of identifying 
and helping at-risk children, and it is harder for them to 
do that when schools are operating remotely and teachers 
are so overburdened, making it vital to resume in-person 
instruction safely and support worn-out educators,” Verdery 
said.

The researchers added that as pandemic deaths increase, 
that shadow of mental health and economic ills may only 
grow longer for children.

They suggest that equal — or greater — national efforts are 
needed to help children who have lost parents in the pan-
demic.

UNIVERSITY PARK, Pa. — Approximately 40,000 children 
in the United States may have lost a parent to COVID-19 
since February 2020, according to a statistical model cre-
ated by a team of researchers. The researchers anticipate that 
without immediate interventions, the trauma from losing a 
parent could cast a shadow of mental health and economic 
problems well into the future for this vulnerable population.

In the researchers’ model, for approximately every 13th 
COVID-related death, a child loses one parent. Children 
who lose a parent are at higher risk of a range of problems, 
including traumatic prolonged grief and depression, lower 
educational attainment, economic insecurity and accidental 
death or suicide, said Ashton Verdery, associate professor 
of sociology, demography and social data analytics and In-
stitute for Computational and Data Sciences co-hire, Penn 
State.

“When we think of COVID-19 mortality, much of the con-
versation focuses on the fact that older adults are the popula-
tions at greatest risk. About 81% of deaths have been among 
those ages 65 and older according to the CDC (Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention),” said Verdery, who is also 
an affiliate of the Population Research Institute at Penn State. 
“However, that leaves 19% of deaths among those under 65 
— 15% of deaths are among those in their 50s and early 60s 
and 3% are among those in their 40s. In these younger age 
groups, substantial numbers of people have children, for 
whom the loss of a parent is a potentially devastating chal-
lenge.”

Three-quarters of the children who lost a parent are ado-
lescents, but one quarter are elementary-aged children, 
Verdery said.

The statistics of parental death are grimmer for Black fami-
lies, which have been disproportionately impacted by the 
pandemic, according to the researchers, who report their 
findings in today’s (April 5) issue of JAMA Pediatrics. The 
team estimated that 20% of the children who lost a parent 
are Black even though only 14% of children in the U.S. are 
Black.

The model also suggests that parental deaths due to CO-
VID-19 will increase the country’s total cases of parental 
bereavement by 18% to 20% over what happens in a typi-
cal year, further straining an already stretched system that 
does not connect all children who are eligible to adequate 
resources.

Historical comparison
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Nearly 40,000 Kids Who Lost a Parent to  
Covid-19 Need Immediate Support

Researchers estimate that 40,000 children will lose a parent due to COVID-19 and may need a ro-
bust an immediate support effort to help avoid the mental health and economic ills caused by grief 
and trauma. IMAGE: PIXABAY/RUBBERDUCK1951

“I think the first thing we need to do is to proactively con-
nect all children to the available supports they are entitled 
to, like Social Security child survivor benefits — research 
shows only about half of eligible children are connected to 
these programs in normal circumstances, but that those who 
do fare much better,” said Verdery. “We should also consider 
expanding eligibility to these resources. Second, a national 
effort to identify and provide counseling and related re-
sources to all children who lose a parent is vital.”

Research suggests that brief, evidence-based interventions 
delivered widely could help prevent severe psychological 
problems, although some children may need longer-term 
support.

Using kinship networks of white and Black individuals, 
drawn from demographic simulations, the researchers es-
timate the expected number of children ages 0 to 17 who 
would lose a parent to COVID-19, called the parental be-
reavement multiplier. The model suggested that .078 chil-
dren aged 0 to 17 years old would be parentally bereaved 
for each COVID-19 related death, or about one for each 13 
deaths. The team then used the multiplier to estimate the 
scope of parental bereavement based on various scenarios of 
COVID-19 casualty figures.

Verdery worked with Rachel Kidman, a core faculty member 
in the program in public health and an associate professor 
of family, population and preventive medicine, Stony Brook 
University; Rachel Margolis, an associate professor of soci-
ology, University of Western Ontario in Canada; and Emily 
Smith-Greenaway, associate professor of sociology and spa-
tial sciences at the University of Southern California.

The work was supported by the National Institute on Aging, 
the Penn State Population Research Institute, and the Insti-
tute for Computational and Data Sciences.

Matt Swayne/Penn State News

https://lerner.udel.edu/departments/hospitality-and-sport-business-management/
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Their approach means never tearing down buildings 
to implement their own grand visions. When Lacaton 
and Vassal were asked to redesign a particularly large 
and hideous public housing bloc in Bordeaux in 2017, 
the residents told them they did not want to move, 
even temporarily, but they wanted bigger units. The 
solution, devised with fellow architects Frédéric Druot 
and Christophe Hutin, was to encase the building in 
large outdoor terraces, adding sliding glass doors to 
each unit, and remaking the exterior from drab con-
crete to something gleaming, modern and alive. Sud-
denly, everyone had roomy outdoor space, some of 
which was enclosed to be used during the winter as 
“winter gardens.”

“So, spaces where people can get sun and light and 
spend time with family, but it’s also open to neighbors,” 
says Columbia University architecture professor Mabel 
O. Wilson. She paid Lacaton and Vassal the ultimate 
compliment: “I would love to live in one of their apart-
ments, in one of the buildings that they’ve designed.”

The firm’s approach of cost-effective, creative readap-
tion could be a model for urban planning in the U.S., 
Wilson says, where demolition’s been seen as a solution 
to deteriorating public housing in such cities as Chi-
cago and St. Louis. “And granted, there’s a host of other 
issues as to why that happened,” she says. “It’s not the 
building, it’s the absence of social services and lack of 
repair to buildings that made living in public housing 
untenable for residents.”

Lacaton and Vassal started their firm in Paris in 1987. 
Together, they’ve transformed numerous residential 

2021 Pritzker Prize Goes to French Architects 
Who ‘Work With Kindness’

Anne Lacaton and Jean-Philippe Vassal, this year’s 
winners of the most prestigious award in architecture, 
are as surprised as anyone else.

“Of course it’s very pleasant, and we are very pleased,” 
Lacaton marveled in a Zoom call with NPR. She and 
her partner, both wearing black, smiled broadly from 
the screen behind their blocky eyeglasses.

Putting aside their choice in eyewear, Lacaton and Vas-
sal could not be more different from an earlier genera-
tion of Pritzker “starchitects,” known for their signature 
styles, statement skyscrapers and flamboyant follies. 
Instead, the two apply a credo: “Never demolish, never 
remove or replace, always add, transform, and reuse!” 
to their work on old urban buildings. That includes di-
lapidated public housing (or “social housing” as it is 

known in France). Designs by Lacaton and Vassal have 
focused on replenishing low-income housing com-
plexes, aesthetically and functionally, while respecting 
— rather than displacing — the tenants who live there.

“Buildings are beautiful when people feel well in them,” 
Lacaton explained in a 2017 lecture at the Architectural 
League of New York. “When the light inside is beau-
tiful and the air is pleasant. When the exchange with 
the outside seems easy and gentle, and when uses and 
sensations are unexpected.”

Vassal added, “There’s a lot of violence in architecture 
and urbanism. We try to be precise. We try to work 
with kindness.”

Lacaton and Vassal met as idealistic architecture stu-
dents in the late 1970s at a prestigious architecture 
school in Bordeaux. Vassal found work as an urban 
planner in West Africa. When Lacaton visited him in 
Niger, the two began building simple projects together 
that reflected their commitment to sustainability while 
extending space.

“Buildings are beautiful when people feel well in them,” Anne Lacaton explained in a 2017 lecture at the Architectural League of New York. 
Above, the, Ourcq Jaures Student and Social Housing in Paris, built in 2014.  Philippe Ruault

The Pritzker jury citation says that Anne Lacaton and Jean-Philippe 
Vassal “have shown that architecture can have a great impact on our 
communities and contribute to the awareness that we are not alone.”
Laurent Chalet

Winter gardens and balconies were added to expand living space in 
social buildings in Bordeaux in 2017.  Philippe Ruault

This house in Bordeaux was built in a former biscuit factory in 1999. 
Part of the roof has been removed to allow natural light into an 
intramural garden.  Philippe Ruault

An old boat warehouse was renovated and replicated to create the 
FRAC Nord-Pas de Calais exhibition center in Dunkirk.  Philippe 
Ruault



complexes, primarily in France, as well as the School of 
Architecture in Nantes, the Polyvalent Theater in Lille 
and a hulking exhibition center in Dunkirk, where 
they chose to essentially duplicate a giant old ware-
house, rather than destroy it.

Wilson says the ethos exemplified by Lacaton and Vas-
sal thrills her students at Columbia University. Many 
young designers confronting the undeniably capitalist 
realities of climate change and gentrification find the 
approach of the two more compelling than fading my-
thologies of architects as towering geniuses of individ-
ualism, says architecture writer and designer Antonio 
Pacheco.

“You know the first person to win the Pritzker was 
Philip Johnson in 1979,” he points out. “At that point, 
Johnson was basically at the height of his career. And 
now, you might think Johnson’s at the lowest point of 
his career.”

Johnson is known for the Seagram Building in Man-
hattan and his famous Glass House. He died in 2005. 
But Johnson’s been in the news recently, after Harvard 
University and the Museum of Modern Art removed or 
covered Johnson’s name from public signage because of 
the architect’s history of racism and fascist affiliations.

“I’m surprised the Pritzker didn’t take this is an oppor-
tunity to highlight that legacy with a different choice 
this year, that would speak to an awareness this con-
versation was happening,” Pacheco said. He’s referring 
to the fact that the Pritzker has yet to go to a Black ar-
chitect. “And I think that the other blind spot that the 
Pritzker continues to reinforce is this focus on the sin-
gular architect, or the two partners.”

Which, he points out, renders invisible the creative 
teamwork and labor that makes ambitious projects 
possible. Lacaton and Vassal may be something of a 
safe choice, Pachecho says, but their work deserves 
celebration.

“The work of Anne Lacaton and Jean-Philippe Vassal 
reflects architecture’s democratic spirit,” the Pritzker 
jury citation reads. “Through their belief that archi-
tecture is more than just buildings, through the issues 
they address and the proposals they realize, through 
forging a responsible and sometimes solitary path il-
lustrating that the best architecture can be humble and 
is always thoughtful, respectful, and responsible, they 
have shown that architecture can have a great impact 
on our communities and contribute to the awareness 
that we are not alone.”

Neda Ulaby/BBC
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The School of Architecture in Nantes, built in 2009  Philippe Ruault

rules, but still creates a 
harmful environment.

Women of color were 
the most likely to re-
port increased race-
based hostility, includ-
ing 45% of women 
who identified as Afri-
can, African American 
or Black and 30% of 
women who described 
themselves as Asian 
or Asian American. 
Also, 14% of the re-
spondents reported 
increased age-based 
harassment.

Pao said the survey responses suggested that some 
of the increase in harassment and hostility may be 
the result of people working longer hours, the blur-
ring of boundaries between work and home life, 
and more conversations where other office mates 
aren’t present as witnesses.

“There’s more one-on-one interaction when you’re 
not in the office,” Pao said. “People are seeing more 
harassment on chat and on email and on video 
conferencing.”

Many of the software tools remote workers rely on, 
such as video chat and messaging apps, “were not 
designed to mitigate harassment,” said Caroline 
Sinders, a researcher who studies online harass-
ment and worked on the Project Include survey. 
For example, they may not have easy ways built in 
to flag inappropriate behavior or content and re-
port it to management or human resources.

The survey also showed an increase in anxiety 
overall as people have shifted to working from 
home — a whopping 85% of people said they were 
more anxious. Nearly two-thirds reported working 
longer hours.

At a time when many tech companies have said 
they will allow people to keep working remotely at 
least some of the time, Pao said workers need more 
specific guidelines. She also recommends giving 
workers more flexibility in how, and when, they 
work. And, she said, companies need to confront 
problems that existed before the pandemic but have 
been exacerbated in the last year.

“It’s time for companies to address all of the harms 
that are caused by bias, by racism, by sexism, by 
transphobia,” Pao said.

“How do we actually get to the root of these prob-
lems? It’s not by giving people a wellness app.”

Shannon Bond/NPR

Tech workers say they have experienced more ha-
rassment based on gender, age and race or ethnic-
ity while working remotely during the pandemic, 
according to a survey from a nonprofit group that 
advocates for diversity in Silicon Valley.

The increases were highest among women, trans-
gender and nonbinary people, and Asian, Black, 
Latinx and Indigenous people.

For example, more than 1 in 4 respondents said 
they experienced more gender-based harassment. 
That figure increased, when race and gender iden-
tity were accounted for, to 39% of Asian woman 
and nonbinary people; 38% of Latinx woman and 
nonbinary people; and 42% of transgender people.

The survey of nearly 3,000 people around the coun-
try was conducted between May and February by 
Project Include, an advocacy group founded by 
Ellen Pao. Pao is a tech investor who in 2012 sued 
her then-employer, the venture capital firm Kleiner 
Perkins, over gender discrimination. Pao lost that 
lawsuit and has since become a leading advocate for 
diversity in tech.

Pao said she wanted to do the survey when she heard 
early in the pandemic about people complaining of 
more harassment at work — even though they were 
no longer in the office.

“There’s the assumption that once everybody went 
separately and you were protected in your own 
home, that you wouldn’t see the same level of ha-
rassment,” she said. “It turned out that actually 
wasn’t the case.”

Harassment, in the survey’s definition, includes be-
havior such as yelling, uncomfortable or repeated 
questions about identity and appearance, and re-
quests for dates or sex.

Workers surveyed also reported increases in work-
place hostility, defined as behavior that is less abu-
sive than harassment and may not break company 

Many tech workers say they have experienced more harassment, hostility and anxiety while working 
remotely during the pandemic.  Wilfredo Lee/AP

Remote Work Is Leading to More Gender 
and Racial Harassment, Say Tech Workers



In the near future, 30 young men and women are sent 
into space to populate a recently discovered planet. On-
board their sterile spacecraft, they’re dosed with drugs to 
keep their emotions in check, but, of course, something 
goes wrong. According to Variety, the “crew descends into 
chaos, reverting to a primitive, tribal state, giving in to 
their most feral and animal desires”. This psychedelic sci-
fi version of Lord of the Flies was written and directed by 
Neil Burger (Limitless / Divergent), and it stars Lily-Rose 
Depp and Tye Sheridan as two of the colonists, alongside 
Colin Farrell as the vessel’s unfortunate captain. But Voy-
agers isn’t the only stressful trip into space you can take 
in April. In Stowaway, starring Anna Kendrick and Toni 
Collette, three scientists are on a mission to Mars. One of 
the ground crew ends up in the ship with them – but there 
isn’t enough oxygen for all four of them.

Released on 8 April in Australia and Singapore, and 9 
April in the US and Canada

In the Earth

Ben Wheatley’s highest profile project was last year’s 
glossy Netflix adaptation of Rebecca, but the British di-
rector specialises in such low-budget hallucinatory folk-
horror chillers as Kill List and A Field in England. In the 
Earth fits into that creepy category. Written and shot dur-
ing last year’s lockdowns, the film is set in a Britain which 
has been devastated by a Covid-like virus. A scientist (Joel 
Fry) and a park scout (Ellora Torchia) trek into a forest to 
rendez-vous with another scientist (Hayley Squires) who 
is experimenting with genetically modified crops. Along 
the way they encounter a mad hermit played by Reece 
Shearsmith (Inside No. 9), and things get weirder from 
there. Robbie Collin of the Daily Telegraph calls In the 
Earth “an outrageously entertaining film that feels utterly 
rooted in the bleak era in which it was made… Imagine a 
Duke of Edinburgh’s Award expedition planned by Dario 
Argento, the Italian cult horror maestro, and you will be 
some of the way – but only some – towards knowing what 
to expect.”

Released on 30 April in the US and Canada, 18 June in the 
UK and Ireland

Arlo the Alligator Boy

what to do with her life, and no 
relationship except with an older 
man who pays her for sex. She 
isn’t happy, then, when she goes 
to a shiva – a reception after a 
Jewish funeral – and every rela-
tive there interrogates her about 
her work and her love life. She is 
even less happy when her sugar 
daddy (Danny Deferrari) ar-
rives with his wife and daugh-
ter. Emma Seligman’s exquisitely 
awkward indie comedy was a 
critical hit when it premiered 
(online) at last year’s Toronto 
Film Festival. Katie Rife of AV 
Club calls it “an assured and im-

pressively choreographed debut that gets funnier with ev-
ery new complication” and “a worthy entry into the grow-
ing canon of female-driven, proudly Jewish sex comedies”.

Released on 2 April in the US 

Concrete Cowboy 

Black cowboys in 21st-Century US cities? They may 
sound like the stuff of legend, but they do exist – and 
many of them belong to the Fletcher Street Urban Rid-
ing Club in Philadelphia. The club, which mentors local 
youths, was the inspiration for G Neri’s YA novel, Ghetto 
Cowboy, and now Ricky Staub, the writer-director, has 
turned it into a big-hearted coming-of-age drama. Caleb 
McLaughlin (Stranger Things) plays a 15-year-old from 
Detroit who goes to Philadelphia one summer to live with 
his estranged father, played by a Stetson-wearing Idris 
Elba. David Rooney of the Hollywood Reporter praises 
the “emotionally involving grasp of character in both the 
script and the performances of a terrific ensemble”, and 
notes that “Elba, with a salt-and-pepper beard and a ciga-
rillo forever planted in the corner of his mouth, is entirely 
convincing as a tough-loving man still figuring out how he 
fits into the traditional family model”.

Released on Netflix from 2 April

Voyagers
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Ten Films to Watch in April

Nicholas Barber chooses 10 of the best films coming out 
next month, including the latest Tom Clancy thriller, a 
Melissa McCarthy superhero parody and a ‘psychedelic 
sci-fi version of Lord of the Flies’.

Madame Claude

Fernande Grudet, aka Madame Claude, ran a lucrative 
prostitution network in Paris in the 1960s, catering to pol-
iticians, civil servants and visiting celebrities. “There was 
John Kennedy requesting a Jackie look-alike,” writes Wil-
liam Stadiem in Vanity Fair. “There were Aristotle Onassis 
and Maria Callas showing up with depraved requests… 
There was Marc Chagall giving the girls priceless sketches 
of their nude selves… There were such disparate bedfel-
lows on the client list as Moshe Dayan and Muammar 
Qaddafi, Marlon Brando and Rex Harrison.” Grudet fled 
to Los Angeles to dodge tax-evasion charges in 1977, the 
same year as a drama about her rise and fall was released. 
Now Netflix has financed another biopic, the company’s 
first original French film, directed by Sylvie Verheyde 
(Confessions of a Child of the Century) and starring Kar-
ole Rocher (Polisse). Madame Claude explores how Gru-
det’s empire was brought down by blackmail, violence, an 
ambitious new recruit – and Marlon Brando.

Released on Netflix from 2 April

Shiva Baby

Danielle (Rachel Sennott) is a student who has no idea 

(Credit: Netflix)

(Credit: Mubi)

(Credit: Netflix)

(Credit: Lionsgate)
(Credit: Netflix)

(Image credit: Netflix)

(Credit: Neon)



too, incidentally.) “As a making-of film it is perfectly fine,” 
says Peter Sobczynski at efilmcritic.com, “but He Dreams 
of Giants is ultimately more valuable as a portrait of ar-
tistic obsession as we watch Gilliam struggle to overcome 
a string of obstacles armed with nothing more than his 
merry giggle and his sheer determination.”

Available now

Things Heard and Seen

Shari Springer Berman and Robert Pulcini have been 
married for 25 years, but the latest film from the writer-
directors of American Splendor and The Nanny Diaries 
is all about the terrors of marriage. Adapted from a gothic 
novel by Elizabeth Brundage, Things Heard and Seen stars 
Amanda Seyfried as an artist who moves from Manhattan 
to rural Hudson Valley with her husband, James Norton, 
but soon fears that her new house is cursed. Berman and 
Pulcini don’t see their film as a horror movie so much as 
a “supernatural thriller” or “literary ghost story” in the 
tradition of Don’t Look Now and The Turn of the Screw. 
But, above all, it’s a film that examines what it means to be 
bound to another person. “I think one of the most fright-
ening things in the world is a marriage,” Berman told EW. 
“It can be incredibly wonderful, and it can be incredibly 
scary, both at the same time. So to me, there was some-
thing very truthful about that being the underpinning of 
this story.” 

Released on Netflix from 30 April

Without Remorse

The hero of countless Tom Clancy novels, Jack Ryan has 
appeared in five films and one television series – and two 
of those films also featured his rougher, tougher associate, 
John Clark. Now Clark gets a film of his own, courtesy 
of Stefano Sollima and Taylor Sheridan, a director and 
screenwriter who worked together on Sicario: Day of the 
Soldado. Michael B Jordan (Creed, Black Panther) plays 
the former Navy SEAL who goes on a Liam Neeson in 
Taken-style roaring rampage of revenge when his preg-
nant wife is murdered by Russian soldiers. Adapted from 
Clancy’s 1993 bestseller, Without Remorse co-stars Jamie 
Bell as a CIA agent and Jodie Turner-Smith as a fellow 
SEAL. It is due to be followed by a second thriller, Rain-
bow Six, in which Clark still doesn’t have any remorse.

Released on Amazon Prime from 30 April

Nicholas Barber/ BBC

Netflix Animation has come up with some nicely offbeat 
alternatives to Disney, Pixar, and Dreamworks’ films over 
the last three years, including Klaus, The Willoughbys and 
Over the Moon. But none of their cartoons has been as 
quirky as Arlo the Alligator Boy, a musical with distinctive, 
indie-comic-style 2D animation, and a half-human half-
alligator hero named Arlo Beauregard. Having learnt that 
his long-lost father lives in New York, Arlo travels from a 
southern swamp to the big city, accompanied by a gang 
of animal-human hybrids. It looks bizarre, but the film’s 
first-time director, Ryan Crego, promises that Arlo the Al-
ligator Boy will provide the feelgood entertainment we all 
need. “Arlo is a character who is so full of hope and over-
flowing with positivity, even when the odds are stacked 
against him,” says Crego. “That optimism and joy is re-
flected in every song of the movie.” 

Released on Netflix from 16 April

Thunder Force

If Zack Snyder’s Justice League was too gloomy for you, try 
Thunder Force, a superhero film that is a bit lighter and 
a lot shorter. Melissa McCarthy stars as Lydia, a slacker 
whose best friend from school, Emily (Octavia Spencer), 
is now a top scientist. Emily concocts a secret formula that 
accidentally gives her the power of invisibility, and gives 
Lydia phenomenal strength, so the two inexperienced 
middle-aged women put on uncomfortable rubber suits 
and become the world’s first superhero team. The super-
villains are played by Jason Bateman and Bobby Can-
navale, and the writer-director is McCarthy’s husband, 
Ben Falcone. McCarthy has been at her funniest when 
parodying cop movies (The Heat) and spy thrillers (Spy), 
so lightning could strike a third time when she parodies 
superhero blockbusters in Thunder Force.

Released on Netflix from 9 April

He Dreams of Giants

Terry Gilliam’s The Man Who Killed Don Quixote had a 
horrendously long and tortuous journey to the big screen. 
After a decade of trying to get it made, Gilliam finally 
began shooting in 2000, only for the calamitous produc-
tion to shut down six days later. All he had to show for 
his work was a behind-the-scenes documentary, Lost in 
La Mancha, which was an almost unbelievable catalogue 
of disasters. In 2018, though, Gilliam did finally complete 
his Don Quixote adaptation – and the directors of Lost 
in La Mancha, Keith Fulton and Lou Pepe, were there to 
chronicle his belated triumph. (BBC Culture was there, 
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Salmon, Fennel and 
Pea Risotto

Risotto is such a quick and easy dish: the creamy rice is 
complemented here by the salmon and peas. Be careful 
not to overcook it, though, or it will be stodgy.

Preparation time: less than 30 mins
Cooking time: 10 to 30 mins
Serves: Serves 4-6

Ingredients
• 750ml/1 pint 6fl oz hot fish or vegetable stock
• 2 tbsp sunflower oil
• ½ fennel bulb (or 1 small bulb), trimmed and finely 

chopped
• 2 garlic cloves, crushed
• 225g/8oz arborio or risotto rice
• 300ml/10fl oz dry white wine
• 150g/5½oz frozen petits pois
• ½ lemon, juice only
• 2 x 150g/5½oz salmon fillets, skinned and thinly 

sliced
• 3 tbsp full-fat crème fraîche
• 3 sprigs fresh tarragon, coarsely chopped
• 30g/1oz Parmesan, grated, plus extra for sprinkling
• salt and freshly ground black pepper
• 50g/2oz pea shoots, to ganish

Method

1. Pour the stock into a saucepan and keep warm over 
a low heat.

2. Pour the oil into a large frying pan over a medium-
high heat. Add the fennel and fry for about 4 
minutes, or until softened, but not browned, 
stirring often. Add the garlic and rice and fry for a 
minute, stirring constantly, until the grains of rice 
are coated in the oil.

3. Pour the wine into the stock, stir and bring 
to a gentle simmer. Add a ladleful of the hot 
stock mixture to the rice and simmer, stirring 
continuously. Wait until the stock is almost fully 
absorbed before adding the next ladleful. Continue 
to add the stock, a ladleful at a time, and cook the 
risotto for 15–20 minutes, or until you are left with 
about 250ml/9fl oz stock in the saucepan and the 
rice is nearly cooked.

4. Add the petits pois and lemon juice. Ladle in 
some of the remaining stock and keep stirring for 
a couple of minutes. Add the salmon slices, crème 
fraîche, tarragon and Parmesan. Stir and continue 
to cook until the salmon is done to your liking.

5. Season to taste with salt and pepper and serve 
immediately, sprinkled with extra parmesan and 
garnished with pea shoots.

Recipe Tips
It is important to add the stock when it is hot. If you add 
cold stock the mixture will take too long to boil and the 
rice will be overcooked.

It is important to serve risotto as soon as it is cooked, as 
it doesn’t keep well on the heat – it becomes soggy.

Mary Berry/BBC Food



How to Identify, Treat, and Prevent Dog Ear Infections

Dog ears come in all shapes and sizes, but they are unique 
in their anatomy when compared to human ears. Dogs have 
a long ear canal with both vertical and horizontal compo-
nents. This creates a J or L shape that traps debris more easily, 
which in turn, can lead to dog ear infections.

Dog ear infections are common, so it’s not surprising that in 
2018, Embrace pet insurance listed dog ear infections as third 
on the list of the top five dog medical conditions.1

Here’s a guide to help you recognize the signs of dog ear in-
fections so you can take your dog for treatment as soon as 
possible.

3 Types of Dog Ear Infections
After the ear canal sits the eardrum, then the middle and in-
ner ear deep inside the head. Otitis is inflammation of the 
ear. Otitis is divided into three types based on the location of 
a dog’s ear infection:
• Otitis externa: inflammation of the ear canal
• Otitis media: inflammation of the middle ear
• Otitis interna: inflammation of the inner ear

Otitis externa is the most common of these three infections 
because this is the part of the ear most exposed to external 
factors. Ear infections can be acute (with a quick onset) or 
chronic and recurrent. Dogs can also have an infection in one 
or both ears.

Signs of Dog Ear Infections
A healthy dog ear is clean and dry. It is normal for small 
amounts of microscopic bacteria and yeast to live in the outer 
ear canal, but when a buildup of debris occurs, or the nor-
mal, healthy ear canal is compromised, those bacteria and 
yeast can overgrow and create an infection.

Common signs of dog ear infections include:
• Redness
• Odor
• Itching/scratching
• Pain
• Shaking of the head
• Head tilt
• Discharge

Occasionally, dogs can experience hearing loss or balance is-
sues. Rarely, an ear infection may affect a dog’s appetite if 
the pet is having system-wide effects. This is seen more often 
with otitis media or interna.

What Causes Ear Infections in Dogs and Puppies?
Many things can cause ear infections in dogs and puppies. 
Often, an underlying problem leads to the inability of the 
normal protective barrier of a dog’s ear to work properly. 
Once the ear environment becomes moist or inflamed, it is 
easy for bacteria or yeast to overgrow and cause infection.

Here are some common causes for a dog’s ear to become in-
fected:
• Foreign bodies (grass awn, foxtails) that get into the ear
• Ear mites
• Excessive moisture from bathing or swimming
• Food allergies
• Environmental allergies
• Endocrine issues such as hypothyroidism
• Autoimmune diseases such as pemphigus, lupus, or vas-

culitis
• Polyps (fleshy growths inside the ear canal)
• Certain types of cancer
• Trauma to the ear

All of these problems can make the ear canal susceptible to 
bacterial infection and/or yeast infection. When a dog is in 
pain and scratching and shaking excessively, an aural hema-
toma can develop as well. This is seen in the pinna or earflap, 
where ruptured blood vessels leak blood that clots and causes 
swelling and pain.

Are Dog Ear Infections Contagious?
It depends on the cause, but the majority of dog ear infec-
tions are not contagious. If the cause is ear mites, though, 
these parasites are extremely contagious.

With ear mites, all pets in the home must be treated simul-
taneously. Ear mites are relatively common in puppies and 
kittens and may not be noticed initially when adopting a new 
pet. But shortly after bringing your new pet home, multiple 
pets in the house will be scratching and shaking. 

Rarely, a methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus 
(MRSA) or possible other contagious infection can be cul-
tured from an infected ear.

It is recommended to practice good handwashing when in-
teracting with a pet with an ear infection and to limit other 
pets licking the infected pet’s ears. Good handwashing is also 
recommended after cleaning or medicating the ear to limit 
any topical absorption of medication.

Will a Dog Ear Infection Go Away on Its Own?
Most often, a dog ear infection will not go away on its own. 
All types of otitis require a veterinarian to evaluate the in-
fection and the eardrum. If the eardrum is ruptured, certain 
cleaners and medications can be toxic to the middle ear.

Can You Treat Dog Ear Infections at Home?
The simple answer is no. Dog ear infections require vet treat-
ment and medication in order to restore a healthy ear canal.

After the veterinarian has evaluated your pet, they will de-
termine if any further home treatment is appropriate. This 
can be done if a small amount of debris is present and the 
eardrum is intact.

Dr. Wendy Brooks, DVM, DABVP, notes that if a large 
amount of debris present, a veterinarian must perform a 
thorough deep clean while the pet is under sedation.2

How to Treat Dog Ear Infections Properly
Your veterinarian will likely need to test the ear debris or per-
form scans of your dog’s ear to choose the appropriate treat-
ment. These are some tests that your vet might conduct:

• Cytology uses special stains on the swab of debris to 
color the microscopic bacterial cells or fungus. View-
ing these under the microscope can identify the specific 
cause.

• Culture/sensitivity testing uses special medium/broth 
to grow and identify the specific bacteria that are caus-
ing the infection. It also tests which antibiotics will be 
effective in eliminating the infection.

• Blood testing may be needed to check for endocrine dis-
ease as an underlying condition. 

• Skull x-rays, a CT scan, or an MRI may be needed to 
assess the extent of severe or inner ear disease.

Once the details of your dog’s ear infection are known, ther-
apy will likely consist of multiple elements that may include 
topical, oral, or surgical therapies.

Topical
Often, a cleanser in combination with an ointment or ear-
drop can be used. This medication typically needs to get deep 
into the ear canal. Sometimes an oti-pack is used. This medi-
cation is in a lanolin base that is slowly released and does not 
require daily cleaning or application of drops.

Oral
Depending on the severity of the infection, an oral antibiotic, 
antifungal, or a steroid medication may be used to help heal 
the ear from the “inside out.”
Surgical 
Ears that have had severe chronic disease may no longer re-
spond to medical treatments. The goal of surgery for these 
ears is to open the canal or sometimes to completely remove 
all diseased tissue. 

What If Your Dog Has Chronic Ear Infections?
Chronic ear infections can be time-consuming and frustrat-
ing for the pet, the owner, and even the veterinarian.

Certain breeds of dogs are known to more commonly experi-
ence recurring ear infection issues, according to the Veteri-
nary Information Network.3 This can be partly due to genet-
ics, ear shape, or ear confirmation. Over time, proliferative 
ear tissue can form, making treatment more difficult.

• Cocker Spaniels and Springer Spaniels commonly get 
chronic infections due to long, floppy ears and a high 
numbers of ceruminous glands (ear sweat glands that 
produce earwax).

• Shar-Peis have small ear canals that can trap and hide 
debris.

• Labrador Retrievers and Golden Retrievers are prone to 
allergies and underlying sensitivities leading to chronic 
or recurrent ear infection.

• Schnauzers and Poodles often have excess hair deep in 
the ear canal.

Chronic dog ear infections require closely working with your 
veterinarian to treat. It is important that your vet does test-
ing to choose the appropriate medication. Chronic infections 
can require medication consistently for 6 to 8 weeks.

After treatment, testing is needed again to ensure that all the 
infection has cleared. If we stop medicating too soon or do 
not treat underlying problems, it is easy for the infection to 
return, sometimes even becoming resistant to many medica-
tions. 

How to Prevent Ear Infections in Dogs and Puppies
Regular grooming, ear cleaning, and ear maintenance are 
important parts of pet care. Routine ear cleansing is espe-
cially important if your dog swims often.

Cleaning is best accomplished with a professional dog ear 
cleaning product. These typically have been specifically for-
mulated for effective pH ranges for dogs and contain drying 
agents.

Key Points for Dog Ear Cleaning
• Do Not Use Alcohol Or Hydrogen Peroxide, As They 

Can Kill Healthy Ear Cells.
• Do Not Stick Cotton Swabs Down Into Your Dog’s Ear, 

As This Can Risk Rupturing The Eardrum.
• It Is Okay To Use Cotton Balls Or Ear Wipes To Clean 

Crevices And The Earflap.

Dog Ear Cleaning Technique
• Apply liquid cleanser to the ear as directed.
• Close the earflap and massage the base of the ears.
• Gently wipe clean with a cloth or cotton balls.
• Apply any medication prescribed.
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